Smoothed particle hydrodynamics method (SPH) has a good adaptability for the simulation of free surface flow problems. However, there are some shortcomings of SPH which are still in open discussion. This paper puts forward a new image boundary processing method and particle arrangement method and applies it to simulate the hydrostatic of complex geometry tank and solitary wave attacking problem. The results show that the new boundary processing method and particle arrangement algorithm for SPH can reduce the oscillations of pressure when simulating the problems with complex geometry boundary and the phenomenon of particle lacking nearby the boundaries is obviously decreased.
Introduction
The smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method (SPH) is a meshless, purely Lagrangian technique which was originally developed by Lucy [1] , and Monaghan [2] . It has subsequently been successfully applied in a wide range of problems, e.g. fluid mechanics(see Monaghan [3] and Colagrossi [4] ), explosion mechanics(see Liu [5] ), fluid structure interaction(see Liang [6] ) and so on. Although there are some shortcomings of SPH which is still in open discussion, it is robust and vigorous technique for free surface flows.
In SPH, boundary treatment method plays a relevant role. In order to improve the SPH computational accuracy and efficiency, many researchers have studied the SPH boundary processing method. Monaghan [5] used a group of boundary virtual particles which can product force to fluid particles near the boundary to prevent fluid particles moving through boundary. The more generalized boundary processing scheme is decorating virtual particles along the geometry boundary and the physical properties of virtual particles are assigned by the fluid particles in Randles and Libersky [7] . Liu [8] introduced an effective boundary treatment method which decorating virtual particles on the boundary and along the fluid domain and got accurate results in zone nearby the boundary.
Particle arrangement is also an important step in the process of SPH. Traditional uniform arrangement and irregular arrangement based meshing software are common particle arrangement methods. Colagrossi [9] putted forward a new particle packing algorithm to initial the fluid particles to "equilibrium" positions for SPH.
A new image boundary processing method and particle arrangement method are used to relieve nonphysical oscillations of pressure in this paper. Example of complex geometry sink, this paper analyzes the pressure oscillation phenomena caused by boundary defects. Finally we also simulate the solitary wave attacking problem with the help of the new boundary treatment method.
SPH methodology

δ-SPH
In SPH method, The Lagrangian form of the Navier-Stokes equation is written as follows
Where is fluid density, u is particle velocity, t is time, p is particle pressure, g is gravitational acceleration, is laminar kinematic viscosity. It should be noted that Eq. (1) is written in the form of a weakly compressible flow. δ-SPH method is based on the traditional SPH and the method can effectively improve the stability of flow field pressure calculation with the help of density correction(see S. Marrone [10] ). The particle summation form of the δ-SPH equation is written as follows 
Where ji j i r r r, ij W is kernel function , i f is the value of f associated to the generic particle i , V j is the volume of particle j, coefficient and control the diffusion of density and velocity and L is the renormalized density gradient defined as:
Solid boundary handling
Boundary handling method based on fixed image boundary particle is an appropriate boundary processing method which can be divided into four steps:(a)arranging fixed image particles along the boundary side;(b)finding mirror particle of the fixed virtual particle and marking the virtual particles which cannot find their mirror particles with a special treatment;(c)assigning the physical properties of mirror particle of the fixed virtual particle by using high precision interpolation method;(d)giving the virtual particle physics properties according to the laws of general ghost particle. The processing scheme of second step at a right angle is illustrated by Fig.1 . It should note that only the fluid particles are the effect particles when using high precision interpolation method to assign the physical properties of ghost particle of the fixed virtual particle. The effect particles are indicated by blue colour in Fig.2. 
Particle arrangement method
The first step of this particle arrangement method is closing the domain boundaries. As a consequence, The domain boundary is modeled through solid particles. The second step is assuming the density, the pressure and the volumes constant all over the fluid domain. We indicate them through symbols 0 , p 0 and V 0 respectively. Then the new governing equation (Eq. (5)) is used to update the fluid domain. 
T is just used to ensure the convergence of the compute scheme, we can choose a liner damping term
Where d is the spatial dimension and α is a free dimensionless parameter and ranges between 1.0e-3 and 5.0e-3.
Numerical tests
Hydrostatic simulation
Hydrostatic simulation is a benchmark for checking the affection of particle arrangement and boundary handling. This paper uses method mentioned before to simulate the hydrostatic of a complex geometry sink and compares the results with traditional. The model of the sink is given by Fig.3 . Fig.3 Sketch of complex geometry sink model Fig.4 The initial particles distribution In the part of particle arrangement, it includes the particle arrangement scheme and initialization the SPH simulation. In this section, the particle spacing dx=0.02m and the particle is regular distributed. The initial fluid particles and boundary virtual particles are shown in Fig.4 . When the velocity of fluid particle decreases to a small value, we could define the particle is in an equilibrium state. Fig.5 shows the particle packing result near the left arc wall, then the initial particle pressure, * i p is assigned by using the analytical expression for the hydrostatic pressure and particle positions and the initial The initial pressure of fluid particles near the left arc wall After completing the particle arrangement, we use δ-SPH to simulate the hydrostatic of the sink. In order to validate the effection of the improved boundary treatment method for pressure results, this article also adopts δ-SPH to simulate the tank whose particles are packing by regular law. In this section, time step 0.0001 dt s , and the computing time t=4s. Fig.7 is the velocity and pressure results of the flow field by using different particle arrangement when 10 t gH . Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(c) are the results of regular packing and the rest ones are the results of new packing method. It is obvious that new particle packing method could reduce the pressure nonphysical oscillations effctively. Fig.7 The speed and pressure distribution of the flow field Solitary wave slamming physical model is shown in Fig.8 , there are two pressure sensors P 0 and P 1 on the inclined wall and the wave probe has 2m away from the left side of the sink. In this calculation, the particle spacing dx=0.01m, the depth of water d=0.25m , wave height =0.15m and the fluid particle number is 25166. Fig.9 shows the particle distribution at the end of the tank. Wave plate moving accords to the Q.W.Ma [11] In order to test the reliability of simulation, solitary wave slamming experiment was done in ocean engineering tank of HEU. Fig.10 shows the comparison of numerical simulation with experimental and analytical results and Fig.11 is simulated and experimental results at the end of the tank when t=6.0s. It is obvious that the pressure of numerical simulation using new packing method coincide very well with experimental results and pressure of the regular packing oscillate sharply at the beginning of the simulation. 
Solitary wave slamming
equation ( ) tanh ( ) tanh p d x k k(7)
Conclusions
This paper presents a new boundary treatment method for smoothed particle hydrodynamics. It includes a new ghost particle boundary processing method and particle arrangement algorithm. With the help of δ-SPH, hydrostatic simulation of the sink and solitary wave slamming can get better results. Furthermore, this method can reduce boundary error both of the initial calculating stage and the nonphysical oscillations of pressure effectively.
